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Global Issues



Globalization







MNCs



International Human Rights

 Discuss



Technology Transfer



Appropriate Technology



MNCs & Morality
 Respect Basic human rights of the people 

of host country

 The activity should benefits to people’s 
economic, education and welfare

 Respect host countries laws and political 
setup

 MNC should give fair remuneration to 
employees

 Necessary safety for workers

 Informed Consent

 Environmental safety



Bhopal Disaster



Ethical Balance

1. Corporation functioning in other countries must understand

their law, customs and beliefs and act in line with those prevailing

in host country

2. The organization may look in the point of view of human rights,

public welfare and respect to the people

3. The organization may practice laws of the host country without

adjustment of host culture.

4. Moral Judgments are made in relation to the prevailing locally,

without framing rigid rules



Environmental Ethics

 It is the study of 

◦ Moral issues concerning the environment

◦ Moral perspectives, beliefs or attitudes 

concerning those issues

 Some Important Causes to exploit EV

◦ Plastic waste disposal

◦ E-Waste Disposal

◦ In-adequacy Awareness

◦ Self Centered activities



Computer Ethics

 There are Numerous ways in which 

computers have been misused, leading to 

serious ethical issues

◦ Hacking

◦ Software Piracy

◦ Virus Dissemination

◦ Online fraud

◦ Cyber Stalking



Weapon Development
 Largest employers of Engineers worldwide is defense industry

 It includes both equipment and ammunition (Bombs)

 Considerable amount of research is being carried out to develop 
more and more lethal weapons for mass destruction

 Since weapons are designed to designed to kill human beings hence 
what kind of ethics is in this context?

 It is still in conflict and controversy to develop weapon in idealist 
point of view??

 To stop this or solving this problem is much more complicated. It is 
in individuals, collective enquiry on ethics.



Engineers as Managers

 Engineers Generally called as Technocrats but 
after starting their carrier  they moved into 
Management

 Then his works becomes Collective work

 It is a transition for an engineer from technical to 
managerial work

 Engineers were preferred for managers because 
of their strong analytical and problem solving 
skills and work Ethics



Skills Required for manager

➢For engineer technical skill is essential  

but when he becomes manager he must 

have managerial skills such as
➢Motivation

➢Communication

➢Team work

➢Responsibility

➢Conflict Management

➢Problem solving

➢Being assertive



Characteristics of Engineer as 

Manager
 Promote ethical policies in framing policies 

responsibility

 Resolving conflicts

 Developing mutual Understanding

 Generating various alternative solution to the 
problems

 Creating social responsibility to  stake holders 
,customers and employers

 To increase profit of company without violate 
ethics

 Understanding and respect peoples without 
discriminate their position, power, race etc.., and 
the same time extracting work from them.



Managing Conflicts

 With people’s interest and uncertainty of 

environment naturally conflicts arises in 

individual as well as organizational level.

 In solving conflicts force should not be 

resorted, It rely on understanding of 

conflict

 The manager’s task is to create a 

conducive climate to address conflict 

constructively.



Major Conflicts and solution
 People- Separate people from the problem

 Interests- Focus on Interest, not position 

“ WHAT IS RIGHT MORE IMPORTANT THAN 

WHO IS RIGHT”

 Option- Generate various options as solutions

to the problem

 Evaluation-Not only goals should be ethical



Consulting Engineers

 Consulting engineers who compensated by fees for the 

services they render, not by salaries received from the 

employers.

 He is an independent qualified person providing 

services in identifying and investigating into 

management problems with an organization, 

procedures, methods, policies etc..,

 Consultancy is advisory role

 Creativity and analytical is must for a consultant


